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! *! Is My Heart Hard 2 Ignore! *!
 
! *! Is My Heart Hard 2 Ignore! *!
My heart is so graceful, but simultaneously broken down by stress
I recently was just born again from the ashes of hate,
But for what?
I know I do things to you that makes you wonder why/
But I don't do them out of spite, its just me not knowing
Me not knowing how you would feel
Me not knowing if i will regret it later
 
! *! Is My Heart Hard 2 Ignore! *!
Living life sad
When your walking down the hallway
Glad that you have all three
Emtionally and physically attached to me
I want more
What about mentally?
How can you look me in the eyes and say you don't care
You always turn your back on me
Truth of the matter is that you were never there
 
! *! Is My Heart Hard 2 Ignore! *!
Is it just me
Or your not sure of what and who you want?
Im at the time in my life where i have reached that fork in the road
I have to make this decision on my own
Bt will you be one of my options?
Are you the gateway to my heart
Or..................
                     ! *! Is My Heart Hard 2 Ignore! *!
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&#4326; *&#4326; It Never Dawned To Me
*&#4326; * &#4326; * **
 
It never dawned to me that you were having problems too
 
I thought that I was in this by myself
 
Why can't we just move on
 
And let our love lavish
 
Lavish into a big hole of love
 
Escape the world thats cold?
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? Questions?
 
AS I laid there
Nearly in the tranquility of death
I remembered when you said...
I love you
 
But how can you love someone
When your heart isn't completely theirs?
 
As I laid there
Nearly drowned in my painful tears
I remembered when you said...
I wanna be with you
 
But how can you be with someone
When your not mentally stable?
 
As I laid there
Nearly covered in a sheet of lies
I remembbered when you said
I don't let people control my life...
 
But how can you be with somebody
When your life is being controlled
And your a puppet on strings?
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8th Grade
 
We been through a lot togather
As a collective whole
But now we all shall go our seprate ways
We are graduating and that's all i could say
 
We been through all the fights, laughter and tears
Now that were are about to depart
Don't show any fear for the next few years
 
Even though we will be in different schools
I will remember everyone's face and how they were cool
 
We all faced tough obstacles and made it though
Now lets see how much you can do
You are about to leave us
And go to High School
 
One finally word
Before we left our wings and fly away
Let's not forget the people we loved
Because we are the class of 2008
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As I Stared
 
As I stared in the darkness of your eyes
What did I see? ?
I saw this girl afraid to escape
From all the imposed captivity
 
So She stared
At the dark brick wall
Wondering what held it together
Wondering why she wasnt able to stand as strong and tall
 
But she remembered
But it takes time
It takes time to progress
And that it doesn't just happen over night
 
And yes
I am still staring at her
Wondering why she's so sad and feeled with sorrow
 
And yes
She's still staring at the dark brick wall
Just wondering
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Because Of You
 
Because of you
My life has been a living hell
When I wasn't involved in you
My life was well
 
Because of you
My friends hate me
The said I changed
I don't act the same
Because I met you
 
Because of you
My mom and I don't speak
She said she will not carry the burdens I make
 
Just because of you
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Been Thinking
 
Ive been thinking about this all damn day
 
The time when i touched your skin
 
More like caress and hold
 
Cause the beauty of you
 
Is waiting to be reborned from deep within
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Cunfusion
 
It was not so long ago
when I thought I'd never meet someone like you.
Wrong was I, thinking I'm in control
Believing I'd never fall.
 
All my life I thought no one would
melt a heart like mine, a heart so cold,
a heart hardened by the past,
protected by shields so vast.
 
Slowly I was falling
without even knowing.
Only to find out too late
I have no choice but to accept my fate.
 
I could dream, I suppose
forever, I could hope
there will never be any 'us', that's our destiny
so I wake up to reality.
 
I lied when I said
I didn't love you,
that my feelings for you
are through.
 
I lied
not because I wanted to
but because I love you
and I still do.
 
I wouldn't do a thing to hurt you
but I just have to let go.
I can't hold on much longer
'coz for us there's no forever.
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Dangers The World Can Offer
 
There I was
Walking home late at night
And there he was
Holding her tight
 
Hitting and harrasing her
She not giving a damn
All she do is moan and cry
She says he is her man
 
Just slapped and punched her
Hit her in the face
Just looking at that couple made me think about my race
 
Knowing that if I tried to stop him
He would come after me
I am not down for this world
The dangers need to be set free
 
So I continued walking home
Trembling half to death
Knowing that what i saw
Would haunt me
 
But I had to realized
She made that choice
And we all will have to deal with
The Dangers he World Can Offer
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Dawn Of Unending Misery
 
'“Never ever return”
She wandered, hopelessly lost,
Eyes of hostility staring me down.
Her armor is battered
And so is her soul
And her existence had vanished
With the lava of hatred
That tumbled out of their lips.
 
“You aren’t wanted here”
Homeless, she have become,
A drifter in the sea of cold faces,
An outcast in a world of mockery.
I trudged on, bleeding;
Her feet wounded and scraped.
 
“You’re free now. Go away”
She fled, nowhere to go,
Lost in a caving darkness,
No sense of belonging.
I wanted to be owned,
For she is free yet unwanted.
 
“Rest in piece”
She feel death clawing up at me,
Her skin crawling with fear.
She want to run, to hide,
But from death there is no escape,
Only the unrelenting assault,
The unforgiving revelations,
That strip you of your defenses.
She gave up, gave in to the urge
And let go of her soul
That has become a fiasco of misery
As shestare at the rising sun,
Her last dawn on earth…
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Death
 
Death
 
Though I chose death instead of pointless pain,
Please forgive the manner of my leaving.
My love and need for all of you remain.
 
I could not long such suffering sustain,
Nor would it long have held you from your grieving.
Though I chose death instead of pointless pain,
 
I hope that choice will not my memory stain,
Nor lead you to be wroth at my deceiving.
My love and need for all of you remain.
 
For only in you do I live again,
Woven like a wind into your weaving.
Though I chose death instead of pointless pain,
 
I put to you the plea of the self-slain:
To comprehend an anguish past conceiving.
My love and need for all of you remain
 
That all that I have been not be in vain,
But blend into the earth of your believing.
Though I chose death instead of pointless pain,
My love and need for all of you remain.
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Did I Committ A Sin
 
Im just astonished about the way you act
Your love for me is true
But how did we become detached
Despite the feelings i hold within
And beside I saw your shining face
Once before
Just before
The last time you stepped out the door
And walked off
I, being me, tried to escape
Escape the pain,
Escape the burdens
Was my actions I committed a sin?
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Disobedience
 
Why do i always question myself
When i should be questioning you
Im so wrapped up in a four way of love
I don't know what to do
 
Why am i always questioniong myself
Qhen I should be questining your presence
Im so fustrated on not knowing my next step
Will you give me all your deliverance
 
Why am i always questoning myself
When your the one to blame
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Every Time
 
Every  time  we argue   
Every time
I feel sorrow and pain
Every time you lie
Every thing is not the same
Every time you say something
That is not right
I do my best to leave it all behind
Every time you apolyze for something bad that you do
I forgive, and say I love you
Though  I really mean  it  and you do to
I always will love, care and respect you
Our relationship is a roler coster going up and down
The way that you talk
With your sweet caring voice oh! what a great sound
My love and respect I give to you
I thank for the relationship I have with you.
 
 
                                   By: Jennifer marcelino
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Good - Bye
 
I am so sorry
But it is time to same good - bye
Since I met you
All I wanted to do was curl up and die
 
You played me
And doubted me
Never thought this day would come
I loved you
But I guess I wasn't your only one
 
You cheated on me
So it is time for me to break free
Not now
But for all enternity
 
So good - bye once more
I am heading out the door
I will not look back
Because the future is what I am waiting for
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Here You Go Again
 
Here you go again
Playing around
Not taking life serious
But look now
The sins you commited will come back and haunt you.........
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Is This A Dream
 
Is this a dream
Where I wake up everyday lonely and depressed
Or am i wide awake
Just wondering around hopelessly
 
Is this a dream
Because its beginning to feel like a f****** nigthmare
As the days go by
Your love for me just happens to disappear
 
Is this a dream
Or what
I cant take me being lonely anymore
Your either going to stay or leave
Your already close to the door
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Lets Lift Our Wings And Fly Away
 
Lets lift our wings and fly away
But lets not go so far
I will cherish all the memeries we had
For each and every day
 
Although we are about to depart
I will remember everyone
Lets not forgot everyones faces
And keep them in your heart
 
Not so long ago
We were all small
Waiting on our turn to come
But now a door has opened
And we have to go for the best
 
So lets all lift our wings and fly
Lets not forget the rest
Just remember all the fun times we had
And how we were and still will be the best
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Life
 
What is life?
 
I don't know
But I know I live
Trying to stay on top
Trying not to let my flaws become stronger then me
Being judge by the outside
Not the inside
Trying to overcome my fears that the world will bring
Trying to avoid all the negative things
Trying to stay on top in school
But how can you do all of this when you don't know what life is
 
Can you anwser that for me?
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Living In The World Alone
 
Living in this world alone is painful
Living in this world alone is unsatisfying
Living in this world alone doesn't feel good
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Look At Me Now, I Am Facing The Consequences
 
Look at me now
I am facing the consequences with the burdens I made
Not just once, or twice
Just every single day
 
Look at me now
All weak in the knees
Crying over a boy
Who barely has time for me
 
Look at me now
Hopelessly devoted to you
Not sure if the relationship is working out
When all we do is fuss and fight
 
Look at me now
My mind is spinning in space
All you want to do is have sex
Boy....what a disgrace
 
Look at me now
Being played by a fool
Just letting you get all the pleasure
Thinking that it is cool
 
Now I am here pregnant
Facing the consequences that I thought iI would never make
Just noticing that now I don't have a lot a fate
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Look Into My Eyes
 
Look into my eyes
Stare at my soul
Deep past the lies
Past everything cold
Feel the touch of my lips
So soft on your skin
Smooth on your fingertips
Quietly whispering my sins
As the wind sings songs
You fade away
Just like dust in fog
Something you can’t see will never stay
But I remember your stare
As I dropp to the floor
Slipping into another nightmare
Screaming for the one I adore
Ever so silently I shout
Muted by my fear
Crawling; begging for a way out
Wondering “why the f***” no one’s near
So I scratch at the walls
Thinking things will be better when I leave
My world used to crumble and fall
Now I’m trapped; there’s too much pain to conceive
Please love me how I want
I’ll give you everything I can
I’m sick of the dreams you haunt
And chasing you every time you ran
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My Chance
 
I got another chance
 
'Another Chance for what' she asked
 
Another chance for love
 
'What kind of love' she questioned my intelligence
 
The kind that hits you in your sleep
 
The kinds that buries you in the soul
 
The kinds that lingeres on your mind with no hesitation
 
'Do you thnk I have another chance for love' she replied inquistively
 
......I don't know because your love is never true
 
Your heart is always going to remain cold and blue
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My Journey
 
My journey by far has been something I can't even describe
It has made me stronger and wiser
The people that I have met have brightened my day in a way that you will never
imagine
My hopes and drean has flourished as the days has gone by
Thats so far on my journey
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Pleasure Can Be Pain
 
Pleasure can be pain
Pleasure can be a game
Pleasure can everything
But when you find it
Everything will change
 
I thought I wanted pleasure
But it changed my life
All that I thought wasn't true
They lied, it felt horrible
I just didn't know what to do
 
So I ran away
And never turned back
Because all that had happened
Was in the past
 
Pleasure can be defined in many ways
But this way is not the same
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Quetioning Myself
 
Why do i always question myself
When i should be questioning you
Im so wrapped up in a four way of love
I don't know what to do
 
Why am i always questioniong myself
Qhen I should be questining your presence
Im so fustrated on not knowing my next step
Will you give me all your deliverance
 
Why am i always questoning myself
When your the one to blame
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Respect
 
Respect your elders
Respect them well
Everyone will not
It never fails
 
Don't take that raddle
Give it back
I don't have time for your foolishness
So stop with the slack
 
The main ingredient is
Being successful
I show so do you......
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The Knots In My Life
 
The knots in my life
The burdens and sins
All the knots represent a baracade
Of all the hurt that is held within
 
1st knot Misery
2nd knot pain
3rd knot all the passion
4th knot wondering who to blame
 
All the wondering
All the courousity
All th blocks
Got my whole life tied up in knots
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The Lyfe Of A Teenage Drama Queen
 
Why do i always question myself
When i should be questioning you
Im so wrapped up in a four way of love
I don't know what to do
 
Why am i always questioniong myself
Qhen I should be questining your presence
Im so fustrated on not knowing my next step
Will you give me all your deliverance
 
Why am i always questoning myself
When your the one to blame
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There Are Times When Life Gets Rough
 
There are times when life gets tough
When the world just hits you with anything
Knowing that you will not be able to take on the challenge by yourself
 
There are times when life can get rough
You meet that one guy that told you that he loved you
But when your belly started to swell
He said the hell with you
 
There are times when life gets too complicated
It all starts when you start dating
That one guy who is a loser
But you fell for his face
Your mom said what a disgrace
 
There are times when life goes by too fast
And here i am right now growing up without a dad
There are times when i just prayed that my life should end
But someone helped me when life got too rough
And that was my true best friend
 
 By: Teiaire Patrick
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There I Layed
 
There I stood
With a gun pointing to my face
Nothing running through my mind
Just looking in his dak hazel eyes
 
Boom, boom
I stumbled to the floor
Knowing that my heart wouldn't last another beat
 
I was laying there bleeding to death
Then I had  flash back
It was when I met the man of my life
But that's what I thought
He rapped me and abused me
Until I cried his name
I told him to stop
I guess to him he thought it wasa game
 
There I was laying in my hospital bed
Paralyezed from my hips down
Thanking God that I survived
You could see the pain in my dark brown eyes
 
There I layed
Then the doctor came into the room
He looked torn
He said I was here but my baby was gone
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Undefined
 
My love for you is underfined
I wonder does it has a meaning
That is breath-taking
 
My love for you is undefined
That sensational feeling I get
When you tell me that you love me
 
When your lips touch mines it undefined
That feeling that i get makes me go wild
The saliva that I taste in my mouth
Conjuers up my inner child
 
Your hands are undefined
When you touch my body
The blood rushthrough my veins
I wonder if its the same feeling people get
When they get their first fix
 
Your eyes is undefined
So huge
Just waiting to seek the whole world
 
Your whole body is undefined
But what the most confusing
Is you
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Unknown
 
When you love someone so deep inside,
It seems like it's so easy to hide.
You've loved him for so very long,
You would think he could do no wrong.
 
Every day you would hope and pray,
That he would always stay this way.
He treated you like you should be treated,
You thought your life was finally completed.
 
You thought your love was growing true,
And then one day it was all so blue.
He started putting you down and it hurt,
You thought all you were to him was dirt.
 
He started ignoring you and you wondered why,
All you wanted to do was curl up and die.
You thought your relationship would never end,
But that was all so fake and pretend.
 
One night he was so sweet to you,
You thought all those things were maybe untrue,
Two days later he was back the same,
You thought you were the one to blame.
 
He thought the relationship was getting too serious
And that you had become a little too curious.
By this time you knew it wouldn't last,
All the nice things he said were in the past.
 
You thought that you would marry him some day,
But this time God wanted to get his way.
You wanted things back how they were before,
But you knew this couldn't happen anymore.
 
It was a Saturday night about ten o'clock,
You heard the news and it wasn't a shock.
You knew this was going to happen soon,
As you laid there and cried in the pale lit moon.
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Was I Late..Or Will I Remain Alone
 
I stood in that room alone...
Oh...
How it was so dark and cold...
Me...
Just wondering...
Trying to unbury myself...
Couldn't reach the top for air...
Was it too late...
Could I escape...
Escape the world of love...
I reached the tunnel...
Was it too late...
Had it been late...
Im not depressed...
Yet this road will never stop...
But wait...
I think I found a new place...
Yes! !
I reached the heart...
But the heart of who?
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What Do You Do When...........
 
What Do You Do When…..
 
 
What do you do when your mother is crazy,
Hysterical, selfish, abusive, and cruel?
What do you do when really you hate her,
And it's all you can do to be distantly cool?
 
What do you do when you find her repulsive,
And the best of your memories are tinted with pain?
And now she is old, and needs to be near you,
And you cannot stand to be near her again?
 
How do you tell her the truth when the truth
Keeps accruing like some insurmountable debt?
When the horror that haunts you goes back to a moment
You cannot remember and cannot forget?
 
What do you do with your love when your love
Has been buried so long that you can't find its grave?
When love for a parent lies outside a window
Through which you imagine how people behave?
 
What do you do when whatever you do
Must cost more than the option you failed to choose?
For whether you turn to embrace or forsake her,
You're left with a burden you cannot refuse.
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What Happened To The Other 40%
 
I'm always justifying
Me for you...
Me for who...
 
Is what I'm doing
Worth the while
When I see you
Does it make me smile
 
I'm always justifying
Checking every step
Not 1...
Or 2...
But 3...
So there shouldn't be any regrets
 
I'm always justifying
At a 60% speed
What happened to the other 40%
Doesn't that go into need?
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What I Fear
 
I fear that the tears I cry will never decease
The love I have for you would only increase
 
I fear that I would wake up one day and you won't be here any longer
I would starve myself because your love is wat i hunger
 
I fear that you will disappear in the darkness and never return
Will your remaining stay in my heart or burn?
 
I fear that you will never be the same
And this poem should be renamed
 
To a better poem and something that will be complete
My love will be waiting...just dont try and be creet
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What I Love About You
 
What I Love About You
 
I love the way you look at me,
Your eyes so bright and blue.
I love the way you kiss me,
Your lips so soft and smooth.
 
I love the way you make me so happy,
And the ways you show you care.
I love the way you say, 'I Love You, '
And the way you're always there.
 
I love the way you touch me,
Always sending chills down my spine.
I love that you are with me,
And glad that you are mine.
	
 
A stranger you were once.
Then, with a gentle look you took my hand.
As our lives engaged,
you lit my life and I held both your hands.
Now that decades have passed,
ours souls have indeed become one.
How fortunate we are
that we have found the love so true
that everyone dreams about.
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Why Didn'T You Change
 
I sat there and let that last tear fall from my eyes
Thinking of why you haven't changed yet?
I remember when you lied to me
That's a day that I will never forget
 
I laid there in dispite of all that you have done
I thought I was your true love
Your first and only one
 
But I see that I was wrong
That you haven't changed
But I guess in your eyes you think it is a game
 
So I cried the last tear that I could
Cause I promise you that 
That was first and last one that I would
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Why Everytime I Look At You
 
How come every time I look at you
There is this look of regret
There is this person that I thought I new
Someone that I thought will always be true
 
How come everytime we hold hands
I just get this feeling of guilt
Like what we built will be brought down
Like it is not strong enough to face the obstacles that we will attempt
 
How come every time we kiss
It doesn't feel real
Like it is a one night only thing
Like I am being fooled
 
Why every time we are together
It doesn't feel like their is anything special
Like there is something and someone between us
Like there is a brick wall standing in the middle of us
 
Why every time I talk to you
There is a million questions running through my head
But guess what
It is time for me to break free
From this imposed captivity
 
Why every time....
Forget I am not asking any more questions
We are through because I don't think your love was true
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Why?
 
Why do you always speak of his name
Ever since you did, it never was the same
You say it means nothing
We all know it is true
You talk to him more than me
What the hell is wrong with you?
 
Is it because he is Puerto Rician?
Just like Kevin
Now that he is gone
You aren't in heaven
 
Why?
Why can't you and your sister find your own?
He belongs to me so I want you out of my life
Not just for now, but for the rest of my life
 
I proise you
Why?
Because I said so
You don't have options
What I tell is what you are going to do
Why?
Well, no more questions
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Wondering
 
I just sat there wondereing what i did wrong
What happened to all the endless times we had
Does my heart still have a meaning of belong
 
I sat there wondering about that one mistake
That one mistake on that very last day
My cause of action made my heart fill with despair
Now your love is far and no where near
 
I sat there wondering what made me cry
And that my love for you is still waiting
Waiting to be brought back alive
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You
 
You sat there
All depress and said
Because we are through
But it would have never happened if you would have been true
 
You should have never lied
Or cheated
This made me feel like I was defeated
 
Like I can be fooled by anyone that comes into my life
 
You and I started like all fairy tales
The difference was that this one didn't have a happy ending
 
Only because of
                                       YOU
                                          YOU
                                              YOU
                                                  you
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You Are Going To Miss Me When I Am Gone
 
You are going to miss me when I am gone
All you did was doubt me
Never knew what i was capable of
Or the possibilities I could make
Now I am gone
All you could do is cry
Knowing that when I cried you laughed in my face
 
You are going to miss me when I am gone
Now that your boyfriend done dumped you
And Trudi and I aren't talking to you
You are all up in others faces
Now that there is an empty space in your heart
You are trying to come back to Trudi and I
But we have departed and there is not another spot for you
 
You are foing to miss me when I am gone
But what you didn't notice was that I was already gone......
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